the French Quarter, a lively welcome reception at the House of Blues and a late-night event on Bourbon Street (complete with balcony and beads).

We cater to anyone who is looking to stay current on construction developments and navigate successful projects from inception to completion.

There will also be a practicum on how to effectively prepare and present delay claims, a first-time attendees reception, a women’s networking reception, and a diversity lunch featuring five former diverse chairs of the Forum who will share their insights and experiences with growing diversity in the industry, as well as within the Forum, and the business case for diversity. This will truly be a unique and not-to-be missed event. We hope to see you there! For more details and to register, visit www.americanbar.org.

Hurricane Harvey’s unprecedented flooding has resulted in increased force majeure (FM) claims for the construction industry.

In general, FM claims free both parties to a construction contract from liability or obligation for failure to perform in the event of extraordinary circumstances, such as “acts of God” or occurrences outside the parties’ control. Depending on the contract language, FM events can include unusually severe weather, labor strikes, natural disasters or governmental actions(changes in law.

Contracts often differ regarding the definition and treatment of an FM event, including whether FM events are compensable or excusable delays. It therefore is critical for all parties to comply with FM provisions.

Successful FM claims must establish a causal connection between the FM event and inability to perform under the contract. The impacts of an FM event could include:

- Reduced labor availability and productivity
- Impacts to utilities necessary to perform the work
- Lack of basic utilities/housing for labor
- Site availability
- Impacts to material and equipment suppliers

FM claims become complicated when there is a major event that not only impacts the work but also creates changed working conditions after work resumes. It is critical to document key project performance data, including labor productivity, absenteeism, labor turnover, and other factors that could impact project cost and schedule. Successful FM claims rely on this documentation to substantiate the impact and duration of the FM event on project performance.

To learn more, contact Christopher Sullivan at 713-626-2525 or cjsullivan@interface-consulting.com, or visit www.interface-consulting.com.